
WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status Priority
Program
Version Component Issue Notes

Closed H 7.0.3.3 Slalom Entry When a pass is deleted it should send a 
delete to Live Web when connected.  When 
first pass is deleted that doesn't seem to be 
happening.

Fixed issue to be sure all passes 
are deleted

Closed H 7.0.3.3 Jump Entry When a pass is deleted it should send a 
delete to Live Web when connected.  When 
first pass is deleted that doesn't seem to be 
happening.

Fixed issue to be sure all passes 
are deleted

Closed M 7.0.3.3 Jump Entry I noticed something odd/bug scoring 
collegiate jump. With the two and done rule 
in jump, after the second fall, I press skier 
done button. The box pops up for reason. 
The box has shown the last reason entered. 
Such as “2 falls and done”. You can’t just 
press ok, you have to either type it again, or 
add another letter.
The reason used in this case is 99% the 
same. It’s odd that you can’t just select ok 
and use the same reason.

I noticed that the SkierDone dialog 
was not properly initializing the 
SkierDone reason property display 
field.  This was making it apear that 
there was already text in the box 
but it was not being recognized in 
the code

Closed H 7.0.3.3 Sort Dialog If a column is defined more than once in the 
sort order the sort statement will fail.

Add a check to the OK button 
handler to validate that a column is 
not defined more than once.

Closed M 7.0.3.3 Tour Setup Unclear error message when retrieving a 
sanction from central database fails.  It 
should fail for either an incorrect edit code or 
the sanction is not or sanction has not yet 
been approved.

Fixed error message to be more 
clear.  Fixed window initialization 
when sanction not found.

Closed L 7.0.3.3 Import Data Collegiate skiers are required to 
electronically sign a waiver for each event.  
There is a WaiverStat attribute on the Team 
Rotations table.  It is being included on the 
import but nothing is done with it.

Added functionality to the import for 
collegiate tournaments to check for 
the EventWaiver attribute and a 
note is added to the MemberStatus 
attribute on the Registration 
window

Closed H 7.0.3.3 Trick List There are 5 wakeboard tricks that need the 
points corrected.  
SL7B 188, FFLBB 225, BFLSLBB 225, 7B 
33, 7F 33
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